It has recently been shown [Rossi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 123603 (2017); ibid. 120, 073601 (2018)] that feedback-controlled in-loop light can be used to enhance the efficiency of optomechanical systems. We analyse the theoretical ground at the basis of this approach and explore its potentialities and limitations. We discuss the validity of the model, analyse the properties of in-loop cavities and we show how they can be used to observe coherent optomechanical oscillations also with a weakly coupled system, improve the sideband cooling performance, and increase ponderomotive squeezing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In cavity optomechanics [1, 2] the radiation pressure interaction between a resonant mode of an optical cavity and a vibrational mode of a mechanical resonator is exploited for sensitive measurements [3] , storage and transduction of light signals [4] , and as a test bed for the investigation of nonlinear dynamics [5] . When operated at the quantum level, cavity optomechanical devices allow for the engineering of quantum mechanical dynamics that may find applications in quantum information processing [6] , and in the study of macroscopic quantum effects [7] . In this context measurement-based feedback [8, 9] has been discussed as a useful tool for the engineering of quantum states of the mechanical resonator and for enhanced sensing. Specific implementations [10] [11] [12] [13] rely on the use of light fields as part of the detector and of the actuator for the feedback loop that operates directly on the mechanical element.
Here we explore a different approach. Specifically, we use a feedback loop to engineer the light fluctuations of the laser field which drives the system (see also a related proposal with electromechanical systems [14] ). Feedback-controlled in-loop fields have been studied as a means to reduce light fluctuations (so called light squashing) [15] . While squashing can not be extracted out of the feedback loop, so that it is different from quantum squeezing [15] , useful applications of inloop light have been discussed. The central observation is that in-loop light can be useful when employed to drive and manipulate the dynamics of an additional system. By this means, the out-of-loop response of the additional system can be improved. This was first suggested theoretically in [16] , and discussed also in [15] , where it is shown that QND detection can be used to extract squeezed light from an in-loop squashed field. In these works an additional Kerr-medium is driven by the in-loop field and the out-of-loop response of the medium exhibits quantum properties. A second notable example is presented in Refs. [17, 18] , where it is predicted that an atom responds to in-loop light in a way similar to what is expected for squeezed light. The recent works reported in Refs. [19] [20] [21] demonstrate the feasibility of similar approaches with an optomechanical system, showing that feedback-controlled light can be employed to tune at will the response of a mechanical system. More specifically, these works show that in-loop optical fields can be properly tailored to enhance the efficiency of laser cooling even beyond the back-action limit, and to promote a naturally weakly coupled system to the strong coupling regime by effectively reducing the cavity linewidth.
In this work we discuss in detail the theoretical model used to describe these systems, and show that feedback-controlled light may play a significant role as a novel efficient tool for manipulating cavity-optomechanical devices. In particular, we review the basic ideas of squashed and anti-squashed light, and demonstrate how in-loop light can exhibit reduced fluctuations at specific frequencies which can be exploited to tailor the light scattering rates of a mechanical resonator. We further show that the dynamics of an in-loop cavity can be modelled by a standard cavity with an effectively reduced or enhanced cavity decay rate. Then we discuss how these facts allow to improve resolved sideband cooling and enter the strong coupling regime even in a weakly coupled system. Finally, we describe how the feedback that operates by measuring the light leaking through a cavity output may be properly engineered to enhance the ponderomotive squeezing of the light leaking through another cavity output.
The article is structured as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the feedback model that operates on a laser field. In Sec. III we analyse the feedback when an optical cavity is added within the loop. Then, in Sec. IV we include also a mechanical resonator, and we study in detail the dynamics of the optomechanical system, including optomechanical oscillations, cooling and ponderomotive squeezing. Finally, in Sec. V we draw our conclusions and discuss some possible outlooks.
II. FEEDBACK-CONTROLLED LIGHT
In this section we introduce the basic elements of the feedback model. In particular we study the squashing and antisquashing of light that is observed in the simple situation in which a laser field is detected (either by direct photodetection or homodyne detection) and the recorded signal is used to modulate the field amplitude [15] as in Fig. 1 .
We consider a continuous wave field [22] described by the electric field E(t) ∝ e −i ω L t A in (t) + h.c. with annihilation operator A in (t) which we decompose in terms of the coherent amplitude α in (t) and the operator for the quantum fluctuations a in (t) such that A in (t) = α in (t) + a in (t) ,
with a in = 0. Similarly we decompose the detected photocurrent
I(t) =Ī(t) + i(t)
in terms of amplitudeĪ(t) and fluctuations i(t), with i(t) = 0, the specific form of which is reported below in Eq. (7) . The photocurrent is utilized to modulate the input field according to the relation
where the symbol • indicates quantities with no feedback and the term F fb describes the effect of feedback, explicitly given by
with g fb (t − t ) a causal filter function, meaning that it is zero for t > t, hence the upper limit of integration can be extended to infinity. We also note that, in general, the filter function includes a finite delay τ fb so that the feedback does not act instantaneously on the input field, and g fb (t) is proportional to the step function θ(t − τ fb ). Finally we decompose also this expression in terms of amplitude and fluctuations according to F fb (t) =F fb (t) + Φ(t) with
dt g fb (t − t )Ī(t ) ,
such that the field amplitude and fluctuations are respectively given by
A. In-loop photocurrent
We consider the situation in which the feedback response function g fb (t) realizes a high-pass filter, which cuts the low frequency components of the photocurrent that correspond to the coherent part of the light signal as in Ref. [19] [20] [21] . In this case the average photocurrent remains constant and we are interested only in the dynamics of the fluctuations i(t).
The effects of detection inefficiencies and electronic noise can be modelled in terms of a perfect detector preceded by FIG . 1: The feedback loop: a field quadrature at phase θ fb is detected, and the corresponding photocurrent is used to modulate the amplitude X in of the field itself, while the field phase Y in remains unaffected.
a beam splitter with finite transmissivity √ η, such that the fluctuations of the photocurrent can be expressed as
where we have introduced the detected field quadrature at phase θ fb
and where X v (t) is the noise operator which accounts for the additional noise due to inefficient detection. Here we assume that the photocurrent is properly normalized so that the photocurrent power spectrum of a coherent field is set to one (which, hence, corresponds to the level electronic plus shot noise). In particular this implies that X v (t) fulfils the relation X v (t) X v (t ) = δ(t − t ). Moreover, the effective detection efficiency η is related to the real detection efficiency η d (which comprises both the detector quantum efficiency η Q and the optical path efficiency η O , i.e.
where S e /S sn is the ratio between electronic and shot noise [23] . This model approximates, retaining only linear terms in the field fluctuations, both homodyne detection (in the limit of large amplitude of the local oscillator, and with the phase difference between signal and local oscillator equal to θ fb ), and direct photodetection for the special case θ fb = 0 (that is valid in the limit of large amplitude of the signal itself). Including the field quadrature without feedback X
• (θ fb ) in (t), and the corresponding photocurrent i
, we find that Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
1. Power spectrum of the in-loop photocurrent
Let us now study the stationary properties of the in-loop photocurrent i(t). We assume that the initial time t 0 introduced in Eq. (4) is in the far past so that we approximate the expression for the feedback term with t 0 → −∞, i.e transform as
dt e iωt x(t), the expression for the photocurrent in Fourier space becomes i(ω) = i
When the feedback modulates the amplitude of the input field then g fb (t) is real, while if the feedback modulates the phase then g fb (t) is imaginary. In general it is possible to decompose the feedback function as g fb (t) = g fb,A (t) + i g fb,P (t), where g fb,A (t) and g fb,P (t) are real and account for the effect of the feedback on, respectively, the amplitude and phase of the driving field. Thereby, in Fourier space we find g fb,A (ω) = g fb,A (−ω) * and g fb,P (ω) = g fb,P (−ω) * , so that i(ω) = i
Here we focus on the situation in which the feedback modulates only the amplitude of the driving field. However we note that the study that we report hereafter can be easily extended to the general case using the previous expression for the photocurrent. In particular, here, we use g fb,A (t) = g fb (t) so that the photocurrent reduces to
We further note that this expression describes also the case in which the feedback functions for the amplitude and the phase are proportional to each other g fb,A (t) ∝ g fb,B (t). In this case, in fact, the complex feedback function g fb (t) exhibits a constant phase, i.e. g fb (t) = |g fb (t)| e iφ g fb , so that the photocurrent is similar to Eq. (10) but with the substitution θ fb → θ fb − φ g fb .
The solution of Eq. (10) can be expressed in terms of the squashing factor
which fulfils the relation λ(ω) = λ * (−ω), as
Finally the power spectral density of the photocurrent S i (ω) is defined by the relation i(ω) i(ω ) = S i (ω) δ(ω + ω ). Thus, when the input field is a coherent laser field it is given by
where we have used the fact that in this case, according to our normalization, the power spectral density in the absence of feedback is equal to S
• i (ω) = 1, which corresponds to the level of electronic plus shot noise as discussed above. We note that when one measures the phase quadrature, θ fb = π 2 , the loop, that acts on the orthogonal, amplitude quadrature, is not closed and the corresponding power spectrum is equal to one.
In order to gain insight into the behaviour of the feedback photocurrent, we consider here a specific form of the feedback filter function g fb (ω). Apart form very low frequencies not interesting for our purpose, where as specified above the filter g fb (ω) is zero (high-pass filter), we assume that in the relevant band of frequencies the filter function is constant, with a linear change in phase due to a finite feedback delay time τ fb , that is
where we have also included a phase offset φ fb , and where the term ω/|ω| is needed in order to satisfy the relation g fb (ω) = g fb (−ω) * . Thereby we find
The power spectrum S i (ω) is reduced below one, corresponding to light squashing, for negative feedback cos(ω τ fb +φ fb ) < 2 √ η |ḡ fb cos(θ fb )|, while it is enhanced (anti-squashed light)
for positive feedback, cos(ω τ fb + φ fb ) > 2 √ η |ḡ fb cos(θ fb )| (see Fig. 2 ). In particular the spectrum exhibits peaks which diverge whenḡ fb cos (θ fb ) → 1/(2 √ η). It follows that the feedback is unstable for |ḡ fb cos (θ fb )| ≥ 1/(2 √ η). Within the regime of stability |ḡ fb cos (θ fb )| < 1/(2 √ η), the maxima and minima of the power spectrum are found at frequencies
with integer n ≥ 0, and the corresponding values are
Thus, assuming, for exampleḡ fb cos(θ fb ) > 0, the maxima (minima) are found for even (odd) n. In particular, the minimum value is achieved at these frequencies in the limit g fb → 1 2 √ η cos(θ fb ) , and it is given by min S i ω ω 2n+1 = 1/4. We finally remark that if the function g fb (ω) corresponds to a bandpass filter, and the delay time is sufficiently short, one can set the feedback phases so that no maxima fall within the feedback bandwidth. In this case the amplitude of g fb (ω) can be increased indefinitely and the minimum can approach the value zero (in the limit of infinite negative feedback).
B. The in-loop field
Let us now study the properties of the in-loop field. It is important to note that the in-loop field is not a free field and its operators do not fulfil the standard bosonic commutation relations [15] . This can be shown as follows. The feedback relation in Eq. (6) can be expressed in the frequency domain as
where the field a
• in (ω) is free and does fulfil the standard bosonic commutation relation a
[note that in this work we use the notation according to which, given an operator in Fourier space
For the in-loop field, instead, using Eq. (12) we find
We also highlight that, when analysed in the time domain, the standard bosonic commutation relations are recovered for two operators at a time difference smaller than the feedback delay time. In this case, in fact, the field behaves as a free field [15] . This can be seen by calculating the inverse Fourier transform of the previous expressions, such as a in (t), a †
, exploiting the analytic properties of the causal filter function g fb (ω) (a causal function is analytic in the upper half complex plane). Specifically, this can be done by expanding the term g fb (ω) λ(ω) in powers of g fb (ω) and showing that the integral corresponding to each term is zero, i.e. ∞ −∞ dω e i ω (t−t ) g fb (ω) n = 0 for n ≥ 1. Because of the finite feedback delay time, the feedback filter function g fb (ω) contains a phase term e i ω τ fb , such that g fb (ω) = g fb,0 (ω) e i ω τ fb , where g fb,0 (ω) describes the feedback in the limit of zero delay. Hence the previous integral becomes
When |t − t | ≤ τ fb , then t − t + n τ fb ≥ 0, ∀n ≥ 1, so that the exponential term, in the complex plane, decays for increasing values of the imaginary part of the complex argument. This implies that the previous integral can be evaluated as the integral along the curve in the complex plane made by the x-axis and the half circle on the upper half plane, in the limit of infinite radius of the half circle. Since, in this region, g fb,0 (ω) [and hence also g fb,0 (ω) n ] is analytic, then the integral is zero.
Power spectrum of the in-loop field
Let us now discuss the properties of the fluctuations of the in-loop field. In particular we show that the fluctuations of a specific in-loop field quadrature X (φ) in (ω) can be fully suppressed at specific frequencies by destructive interference, evaluated for the filter function defined in Eq. (14) (with φ fb = 0) and for (a) φ = θ fb and (b) φ = θ fb − π/3. Lines from dark to light red correspond to values ofḡ fb which range fromḡ fb = −1/(2 √ η cos θ fb ) tō
, and the horizontal red solid line corresponds toḡ fb = 0. Both spectra are found under the same condition of Fig. 2 . In (a) we observe zeros of the power spectrum in correspondence with the minima of the photocurrent. In (b) the minima are shifted and found for a value ofḡ fb different from that corresponding to the minima of the photocurrent.
when the detection efficiency is perfect (η = 1). Differently from standard squashing [15] (discussed in Sec. II A 1) where the fluctuations of the detected quadrature can be suppressed in the limit of infinite negative gain, here we show that the fluctuations of a quadrature different from the detected one can be suppressed at finite feedback gain.
Specifically, we study here the power spectrum of a generic quadrature X (φ) in (ω) with phase φ (that can be also different form the phase of the detected quadrature θ fb ). Using the expressions for the photocurrent and for the in-loop operators in Eqs. (12) and (18), respectively, we find
so that the corresponding power spectrum, defined by the re-
We note that for perfect photodetection η = 1, this expression reduces to
which is a coherent superposition of two terms. The first term corresponds to the fluctuations of a free field and the second
The feedback loop: a quadrature at phase θ fb of the field transmitted through a Fabry-Pérot optical cavity (detuned by ∆ from the input field, and with dissipation rates κ 1 and κ 2 ) is detected, and the corresponding photocurrent is used to modulate the input amplitude X in . In this case the feedback can be closed also by measuring the reflected field.
one is due to the feedback. In particular the feedback term can be adjusted in order to realize perfectly destructive interference at a specific frequency. This effect is described by Fig. 3 which shows the suppression of the in-loop fluctuations also for a field quadrature different from the detected one [see plot
We finally note that this effect cannot be observed directly. In fact, as shown in Ref. [15] , the reduced in-loop fluctuations cannot be extracted out of the loop using, for example, a beam splitter. Rather, the out-of-loop field extracted with a beam splitter always exhibits classical super-shot-noise fluctuations [15] (see also Sec. III C below). However, the modified in-loop fluctuations can be indirectly probed by measuring their effects on an additional system which interacts with the in-loop field [15] [16] [17] . Specifically, it has been recently shown [19] (see also Sec. IV C 1) that the interference discussed above can be used to suppress certain scattering processes in an optomechanical system hence enhancing the cooling efficiency.
III. FEEDBACK-CONTROLLED LIGHT WITH AN OPTICAL CAVITY
Here we study the effect of feedback on the field of a mode of an empty optical cavity placed inside the feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 4 [24] . We will show that the steady state cavity field is in a classical thermal squeezed state. Moreover, we discuss how a cavity within the feedback loop exhibits a modified susceptibility with a modified cavity decay rate, which can be controlled via the feedback parameters. These and other results will be useful for the understanding of the inloop optomechanical dynamics discussed in the next Section.
A. The model
Since the effect of the feedback loop depends upon the phase of the detected field, it is useful to explicitly include the phase difference between driving, cavity and output fields in the equations for the system operators. In particular, we consider a resonant mode of an optical cavity at frequency ω c and with amplitude decay rate κ, which is driven by a field at frequency ω L = ω c − ∆, so that the cavity susceptibility is given by
We analyse the case of a Fabry-Pérot configuration with two mirrors with corresponding decay rates κ 1 and κ 2 , and include also additional dissipation due to, for example, internal losses or absorption at rate κ (such that κ = κ 1 + κ 2 + κ ). The annihilation operator for the cavity field fluctuations in Fourier space, a(ω), fulfils the standard quantum Langevin equation
where φ c is the phase difference between the input and cavity fields, defined by the relation
and where we have included the total input noise operator which can be decomposed in terms of the operators corresponding to the individual decay channels as
The input noise operator without feedback a In particular, here we assume that the driving field acts on the first mirror, so that the input operator of the first mirror is modulated by the feedback according to the relation
The corresponding input-output relations that relate the cavity output to the cavity and input noise operators are
for j = 1, 2, and where we have introduced the phase difference, φ out, j , between the input of the first mirror and the j-th output field. They are explicitly given by φ out,2 = φ c and φ out,1 = φ c + φ c , where the additional phase of the reflected field is defined by the relation e i φ c = (
Using these expressions it is now possible to analyse the dynamics of an in-loop cavity.
B. Feedback photocurrent with a cavity
Let us first study the feedback photocurrent. As in the previous section, here we assume that we detect a quadrature at phase θ fb , of one of the two outputs, X
, where a out,fb (ω) = a out,1 (ω) if the feedback is closed by measuring the reflected field, while a out,fb (ω) = a out,2 (ω) when the feedback is closed in transmission (as in the specific case depicted in Fig. 4) . Then, the photocurrent takes the form
which can be equivalently expressed in terms of the photocurrent without feedback i • (ω) (the power spectrum of which, also in this case, is equal to one) as
In this expression we have introduced the cavity response function ζ fb (ω) X in,1 (ω) + · · · where the dots stand for contributions due to other input noise operators). It is given by (32) where we have introduced the cavity transfer function
the feedback phaseθ fb , which includes also the phase difference between input and output
and the decay rate, κ fb , of the mirror corresponding to the detected output
We note that the term cos(θ fb ) in Eq. (32), which is relevant for the feedback closed in reflection, is due to the component of the input field that is directly reflected by the first mirror, while the term proportional to cavity transfer function ζ (θ fb ) c (ω) accounts for the component of the input field that is filtered by the cavity.
In order to describe compactly both configurations (i.e. feedback closed in transmission and in reflection) and to simplify various expressions in the next sections, it is useful to introduce the following notation. We define a modified feedback function
which, when the feedback is closed in reflection, accounts for the effect of the component of the input field directly reflected from the first mirror. Thereby, using this definition in Eq. (31) we find where we have introduced the squashing factor
which includes the feedback transfer function
The corresponding photocurrent power spectrum is given by
and it is reported in Fig 5. In this case the feedback signal is filtered not only by the electronic filter function g fb (ω) as in the previous section, but also by the cavity, through the cavity transfer function in Eq. (32) [or equivalently Eq. (33)]. As shown in Fig 5 (a) , when the loop is closed in transmission, the feedback is effective only within the cavity linewidth, while it is strongly suppressed away form the cavity resonance. In reflection, instead, the feedback is relevant for all frequencies [see Fig 5 (b) ], due to the component of the field that is directly reflected by the first mirror. The presence of the cavity affects the feedback response around the range of frequencies covered by the cavity.
Feedback stability
The photocurrent power spectrum in Eq. (40) can be expressed in terms of the total feedback response func- 
The feedback becomes unstable when G fb (ω) = 1. In particular, the real and imaginary parts of G fb (ω) oscillate between negative and positive values, as in Fig. 6 , so that the feedback is stable if the real part, evaluated for the discrete set of frequencies {ω i } where the imaginary part is zero (such that Im [G fb (ω i )] = 0) is smaller then one, i.e. Re [G fb (ω i )] < 1. Thus, in the case of the flat feedback function (14) , in order to determine the stability conditions in terms of the values ofḡ fb , we can introduce the maximum and minimum of Re [G fb (ω ḡfb=1 , and state that the feedback is stable in the range 1/G (>)
fb (see Fig. 6 ).
C. The unused (out-of-loop) output field
In this section we study the properties of the light at the cavity output that is not used for the feedback, and we show that this light always exhibits super-shot-noise fluctuations. In particular, a quadrature at phase θ un of the out-of-loop field at the output of the unused cavity mirror, can be expressed as where, as usual, the symbol
• indicates operators and quantities with no feedback, and where ζ un (ω) X in,1 (ω) + · · · , with the dots indicating terms proportional to other input noise operators. Its explicit form is analogous to the one of the transfer function in Eq. (32), but with the roles of the parameters of the transmitted and reflected fields exchanged.
In the case of an empty cavity, the power spectra of the two output field quadratures S
out,x (ω ) [where x ∈ {fb, un} distinguishes the output that is used for the feedback (x = fb) from the unused output (x = un)], when no feedback is applied, are equal to the vacuum noise that is here set to one, i.e. S
out,x (ω) = 1. Moreover the cross power spectrum S
out,un (ω ) is zero. Thereby, we find that the power spectrum of the unused output in the presence of feedback is equal to
which is always larger then the vacuum noise level (see Fig. 7 ). This shows that in-loop reduced fluctuations cannot be extracted out of the loop and hence do not correspond to actual squeezing [15] .
D. The cavity field
Here we study the properties of the cavity field described by Eq. (25) . We first note that while in general in-loop fields do not fulfil standard bosonic commutation relations, the operators for the cavity mode do. This can be explicitly seen by constructing the commutators as the inverse Fourier transform of the corresponding expression in frequency which are found from Eq. (25) . Then, the integral of the inverse Fourier transform can be computed exploiting the analytic properties of g fb (ω), and χ c (ω), and one finds a(t), a † (t) = 1 and [a(t), a(t)] = 0.
The cavity dynamics is Gaussian, so that the cavity steady state is fully characterized by the correlation matrix of the field operators (note that a feedback loop closed using a highpass response function does not affect the average field amplitude). The correlation matrix can be expressed in terms of the vector of operators a(t) = a(t), a
T with elements {C} j,k = {a(t)} j {a(t)} k . In particular the steady state C st can be found as the integral of the spectral density matrix S a (ω) which is defined in terms of the vector of cavity operators in Fourier space
Using the definition for the field operators and the photocurrent introduced in Secs. III A and III B we find
Using the fact that the functions χ c (ω) 2 , χ c (ω) χ c (−ω) * and µ fb (ω) are analytic in the upper half complex plane, one can show that when performing the integral in Eq. (43), the last two terms in Eq. (44) give no contribution, i.e.
Thereby we find that the stationary correlation matrix takes the form
where
and we have used the result
We finally highlight that Eq. (46) implies n st > |m st |, which, in turn, implies that no quadrature has a variance below the vacuum noise level, so that C st describes a classical squeezed thermal state [25] .
E. The effective cavity susceptibility
Here we study when it is meaningful to define an effective susceptibility which accounts for the modifications of the cavity dynamics due to the feedback.
Cavity response to an additional input seed
In Refs. [19] [20] [21] we have shown that an operational way to determine how the cavity susceptibility is modified by the feedback is to look at the cavity response to an additional driving probe seed. In order to achieve this while the feedback is active without affecting the feedback itself, we have added an additional tone, at frequency ω L + ν, to the pump field (that is at frequency ω L ), and with amplitude α s much smaller than the pump, but at the same time much larger than the fluctuations. One can then look at the response (the photocurrent) at the frequency of the probe ν which in turn is scanned around the pump frequency. Specifically we have considered the input noise operator of the form
When considering the feedback in transmission as in Refs. [19] [20] [21] the photocurrent is therefore given by
so that the corresponding power spectrum at frequency ν can be approximated as
where we have neglected the vacuum light fluctuations under the assumption of sufficiently large α s . This result indicates that the system response is characterized by the effective cavity susceptibility
Effective model
Here we discuss when the effective susceptibility that we have identified above properly describes the cavity dynamics.
Including the equation for the feedback-modified input operator (28) into the equation for the cavity field (25) , makes explicit the dependence of the cavity field operator on the feedback photocurrent. In turn, the photocurrent depends on the cavity field and on the input noise operators themselves. In particular, according to its definition in Eq. (30) , and the input-output relation (29), we find
(51) withθ fb and h fb (ω) defined in Eqs. (34) and (36) respectively. Using this expression, the equations for the cavity field operators in Fourier space a(ω) and a † (ω) ≡ { a(−ω)} † can be rewritten as
with the feedback transfer function µ fb (ω) introduced in Eq. (39) [note that it fulfils the relation µ fb (ω) = µ fb (−ω) * ], and where we have introduced the effective frequencydependent parameters
and the effective input noise operator
with a
• in,tot (ω) defined as in Eq. (27) . This effective noise operator is characterized by the correlation
This operator is, however, an in-loop operator, and as such it does not fulfil standard bosonic commutation relations (see Sec. II B). In fact a in,eff (ω), a † in,eff (ω ) = δ(ω + ω ), and a in,eff (ω), a in,eff (ω ) = δ(ω + ω ) e i (θfb−2 φ c) Im µ fb (ω) / κ eff (ω) κ eff (−ω). We note, nevertheless, that as shown in Sec. III D the cavity operators a(t) and a(t) † are well defined bosonic operators. The solution of Eq. (52) can be cast in the form
with the total noise operator given by
, (57) which shows that the cavity field is proportional to the function χ eff c (ω) = χ c (ω) λ c,fb (ω), introduced in Eq. (50), and this can justify the interpretation of this function as the effective susceptibility of a feedback-controlled cavity. Moreover it is interesting to note that the specific cavity field quadrature
at phaseθ fb − φ c [whereθ fb is related to the phase of the detected quadrature by Eq. (34)], takes the particularly simple form
which has the structure of a generic quadrature without feedback, that is X
in,tot (ω) e i(φ+φ c ) ], but with the effective parameters in place of the original ones. This implies that an additional system which is directly coupled to a quadrature operator at phaseθ fb − φ c , via, for example, a Hamiltonian of the form H I ∝ŝ X (θ fb −φ c ) (ω), whereŝ is a generic operator of the additional system, would experience the effect of a modified cavity with susceptibility χ eff (ω) and input noise operator a in,eff (ω). This is, for example, the case in the experimental situation studied in Refs. [19] [20] [21] where the feedback is operated in transmission by measuring the output amplitude quadrature with θ fb = 0, so thatθ fb − φ c = 0 [see Eq. (34)], which corresponds to the cavity amplitude quadrature which is directly coupled to the mechanical resonator.
Effectively reduced cavity linewidth
In general the effective susceptibility defined in Eq. (50) exhibits many resonances due to the feedback term λ c,fb (ω) (see Sec. II A 1). However, in this case the system response is constrained by the cavity linewidth κ, so that only the resonances which fall within the cavity linewidth are relevant. As discussed in Secs. (II A 1) and (III B), the spacing between these resonances depends upon the delay time. In particular, if the delay time is sufficiently short for the distance between antisquashing peaks to be much larger than the cavity linewidth, only a single resonance of the feedback system, which falls within the cavity bandwidth, is relevant.
Here we want to identify the relevant resonance in the system response when the feedback delay time is small τ fb 1/κ. In general the effective susceptibility is given by
We look for the single pole of this function which characterizes the system dynamics close to the detuning frequency ω ∼ ∆. Hence we can define ω = ∆ + δ and assume δ ∆. Expanding χ eff c (ω) −1 at lowest order in δ, we find that χ eff c (ω) can be approximated as
with µ fb (ω) = ∂µ fb (ω)/∂ω, and where ν is the complex pole defined as
The effective system decay rate and detuning are therefore given by
and
If we further assume, as in Refs. [19] [20] [21] , that κ ∆, |µ fb (∆)| ∆, and µ fb (∆) 1 [this is, for example, the case of the filter function defined in Eq. (14) where
, with sufficiently short delay time, then u 1 and
(see also the Supplementary material of Ref. [19] ).
IV. FEEDBACK-CONTROLLED LIGHT WITH AN OPTOMECHANICAL SYSTEM
Let us now add a mechanical element within the optical cavity, as in Fig. 8 , and study the corresponding feedbackcontrolled optomechanical dynamics.
FIG. 8:
The feedback loop: a quadrature at phase θ fb of the field transmitted through a cavity which contains a mechanical element (at frequency ω m , and which interacts with the cavity field with strength G), is detected, and the corresponding photocurrent is used to modulate the input amplitude X in . The feedback can be closed also by measuring the reflected field.
A. The model
The model of Sec. III A can be extended by including a vibrational mode, with frequency ω m and dissipation rate γ ω m , of a mechanical element which interacts by radiation pressure with the cavity light at strength g 0 . In particular, we consider the annihilation and creation operators b(ω) and 2 g 0q which here includes also the light shift due to the optomechanical interaction. Thereby, the linearized equation for the cavity field, which includes only the linear terms in the field and mechanical variables, with linearized interaction strength G = g 0 α c , is given by
where φ c is the phase difference between the input and cavity field defined in Eq. (26), and the corresponding equation for the mechanical vibrations is
where we have introduced the mechanical thermal noise operator b in (ω) characterized by the correlation functions b in (ω) b in (ω ) = 0 and b in (ω) b † in (ω ) = (n th + 1) δ (ω + ω ), with n th the number of thermal excitations.
Feedback photocurrent with an optomechanical system
In general, the formula for the feedback photocurrent has the same structure as the one in Eqs. (37) and (38) (which are valid for an empty cavity), that is
but with the squashing factor now being 
whereθ fb is defined in Eqs. (34) ,θ =θ fb − φ c , ζ m (ω) is the mechanical response function defined in terms of χ m (ω) =
, and where we have also introduced the mechanical response function modified by the optomechanical interaction
with the cavity response function ζ
(ω) defined in Eq. (33) . We further note that in this case the power spectrum of the photocurrent without feedback i
• (ω) is not equal to one, but it is frequency dependent including also the effect of the mechanical thermal noise. Hence, if we define S
• (θ fb ) out,fb (ω) as the power spectrum of the output field with no feedback such that X
out,fb (ω) (the specific form of which is cumbersome and not relevant here), then the power spectrum of the feedback photocurrent takes the form
Mechanical vibrations
Eqs. (66) and (67) can be solved to determine the expression for the mechanical position operator q(ω) = b(ω) + b † (ω) / √ 2 which can be written as
where we have introduced the mechanical response function modified by both the optomechanical interaction and the feedback [see Eq. (72) for the equivalent equation without feedback]
in which also the cavity response function now includes the effect of the feedback according to the relation
Moreover we have also introduced the mechanical and electromagnetic noise terms ξ m (ω) and ξ c,fb (ω). In particular the first is defined as
so that, when γ ω m , the corresponding symmetrized power spectrum can be approximated (in the relevant range of frequencies close to the mechanical frequency) as dω ξ m (ω) ξ m (ω ) + ξ m (−ω) ξ m (ω ) /2 γ (2 n T +1) ≡ S th . Instead, the electromagnetic noise ξ c,fb (ω) includes also the noise introduced by the feedback process and can be written as
where the effective cavity susceptibility χ eff c (ω) and the total cavity noise operator f in,c (ω) are introduced in Eqs. (50) and (57) respectively.
Power spectrum of the mechanical position
The corresponding mechanical power spectrum can be detected by measuring the phase modulation of an additional probe field resonant with the cavity mode. Specifically, the power spectrum of the field is proportional to the symmetrized position spectrum of the mechanical position, which is given by
where S th γ (2 n th + 1) and the radiation pressure contribution is divided into three terms
where µ fb (ω) is the filter feedback function defined in Eq. (39) . As discussed in Sec. III E, the feedback modifies the cavity susceptibility and adds additional cavity noise. In turn this is reflected in a modified mechanical susceptibility [see Eq. (75)], and a modified radiation pressure noise term in the position spectrum, corresponding to the last three terms in Eq. (79). The first one, S (fb,0) rp (ω), accounts for the effect of the modified cavity susceptibility χ c,eff (ω) and reduces to the standard radiation pressure term in the limit of zero feedback gain [i.e χ c,eff (ω) → χ c (ω) when µ fb (ω) → 0]. The other two are instead due to the additional cavity noise. Here they are presented as two separated terms because of the different dependence on the homodyne phase. Specifically, the last term, S (fb,II) rp (ω), is zero whenθ =θ fb − φ c = 0 [withθ fb the phase of the detected quadrature, θ fb , plus the phase shift of the output field as defined in Eq. (34)] as in the case studied in Ref. [21] .
Let us now assume that the feedback is operated close to the instability, with a single feedback peak within the cavity bandwidth (κ 1/τ fb ) such that it is possible to define an effective cavity, as discussed in Sec. III E 3, with κ eff , |∆ − ∆ eff | κ, ω m . Then we can approximate χ c,eff (ω) χ c,eff (−ω) ∼ 0, while λ c,fb (ω) χ c (ω) χ c (−ω) * has two peaks at ω ∼ ±∆, such
Using these approximations we find the following approximated spectra
with
(see also the supplemental material of Ref. [21] ), and
Finally, assuming a sufficiently broad filter function µ fb (ω) almost constant over the cavity bandwidth κ, we can approximate the position spectrum as
where the radiation pressure term takes the form
In Ref. [21] we have studied in detail the case in which the feedback is closed in transmission withθ =θ fb − φ c = 0 (so that Z II (ω) = 0) and κ ∆, so that the effective parameters are equal to those defined in Eq. (65). In that case (see also the supplemental material of Ref. [21] ) we have been able to integrate analytically the position spectrum using the results of Ref. [26] , and find a simple expression for the steady state number of mechanical excitations (it is not possible to directly apply the results of Ref. [26] whenθ 0 because also the mechanical response function ζ G m,fb (ω) is modified in that case). In particular, in Ref. [21] we have shown that, while the mechanical resonator can be cooled to lower temperature with the help of feedback-controlled light as a result of the reduced effective cavity linewidth that is observed when the feedback is operated close to the mechanical instability, the cooling efficiency is degraded when the effective decay rate κ eff is so low that κ eff < G. In this case, in fact, the mechanical energy can not be efficiently dissipated by the cavity, and the system enters a regime of strong coupling in which energy is coherently exchanged between the optical cavity and the mechanical resonator, with the consequent observation of normal mode splitting in the mechanical response [21] .
In the next section we will investigate this regime of effective strong coupling, and in particular discuss the onset of coherent optomechanical energy exchange. Afterwards, in Sec. IV C, we will focus on the regime of optimal cooling, κ eff > G, where we analyse in detail the validity of the perturbative approach, based on the evaluation of light scattering rates, which we have employed in Ref. [19] .
B. Feedback-mediated strong coupling and coherent optomechanical oscillations
In Ref. [21] we have shown that the reduced effective cavity linewidth experienced by the system in the anti-squashing regime close to the feedback instability can be used to promote the system to the strong coupling regime. This entails that, as shown below, coherent light-matter oscillations are observable when, for example, a light pulse is injected into the cavity.
Specifically, here we study the response of the system to a short light pulse, and we study how it is transferred to the mechanical resonator. We consider the optomechanical model of Eqs. (66) and (67), in the time domain, and include an additional driving pulse with sufficiently small amplitude for the linearised description to still be valid. The pulse acts on the cavity field at time t = 0 and is much shorter than the system dynamics timescale, so that can be described by an input driving term of the form √ 2 π α p δ(t). The corresponding equation for the field amplitude α(t) = a(t) (which is zero in the previous cases) is then given bẏ
with the boundary condition α(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0, β(t) = b(t) , and where the feedback term Φ(t) is introduced in Eq. (5). Assuming a flat feedback filter function as the one defined in Eq. (14) with φ fb = 0, so that g fb (t) = 2 √ 2πḡ fb δ(t − τ fb ), we have
Moreover, the mechanical variable β(t) = b(t) fulfils the equatioṅ
with the boundary condition β(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0. We further assume that the cavity is close to resonance with the red sideband transition ∆ ∼ ω m , and we decompose the system variables as α(t) =ᾱ(t) e −i ω m t and β(t) =β(t) e −i ω m t whereᾱ(t) andβ(t) are slowly varying amplitudes. As a consequence we have the coupled equationṡ
with δ = ∆ − ω m (that is of the same order or smaller than κ) andμ fb = 2 √ κ fb κ 1 ηḡ fb . We first note that when τ fb is sufficiently small for a single feedback peak to fall within the cavity linewidth, i.e. when τ fb 1/κ, we can approximate the slowly varying cavity amplitude at time t − τ fb with that at time t, i.e.ᾱ(t − τ fb ) ∼ᾱ(t), so that we can introduce the effective cavity parameters
which are equivalent to those defined in Eq. (65). Moreover, we consider the limit of large mechanical frequency ω m G,μ fb , so that we can neglect the non-resonant terms, and eventually we finḋ
These equations can be easily solved. In particular, when κ eff G, they describe coherent oscillations between the optical cavity and the mechanical resonator (even if the original cavity linewidth is large κ G), according to the equations
which are valid for δ eff ∼ 0 and for times much smaller than 1/γ. They describe how the initial optical amplitude is transferred to the mechanical resonator and then swapped back to the cavity, until it is eventually dissipated by cavity decay at rate κ eff /2.
C. Sideband-Cooling
One of the central achievements of quantum optomechanics is the ability to cool a massive object to the quantum ground state of motion. In Refs. [19, 20] we have shown that feedback-controlled light can significantly enhance the performance of sideband-cooling. In particular, in Refs. [19, 20] we have presented results based on the calculation of the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering rates in terms of the spectrum of the cavity field fluctuations. The scattering rates can then be used to determine the cooling dynamics, which is valid in the weak coupling limit. Specifically, in this limit the cavity acts as a noise source [1] with corresponding noise operator F(t), given by the amplitude quadrature without the mechanical resonator
Its power spectrum
(where the label "st" indicates that the average is performed over the steady state) determines the rates A ± = G 2 S F (∓ω m ) at which mechanical excitations are transferred from the noise source (the cavity) to the resonator and the other way round respectively. Thereby, the population of the mechanical state with n excitations p n follows the standard rate equationṗ n = − nĀ − + (n + 1)Ā + p n + (n + 1)Ā − p n+1 + nĀ + p n−1 , with A + = A + + γ n th andĀ − = A − + γ(n th + 1), which implies that the equation for the number of mechanical excitations
with Γ = A − − A + . The corresponding steady state number of mechanical excitations is finally given by
where n o = A + A − −A + define the backaction limit. This is a general approach that has been successfully used to describe the cooling dynamics of mechanical resonators in various situations. It is easy to show, by a standard adiabatic elimination of the cavity field, that this approach is valid also with feedback-controlled cavities. In particular, one can consider the optomechanical model introduced in Eqs. (66) and (67), and express the cavity variables in terms of the effective model for the cavity field defined in Eq. (52). When the cavity dynamics is fast as compared to the mechanical one, it is possible to eliminate the cavity degrees of freedom and obtain an equation for the mechanical resonator alone of the forṁ
which includes the correction to the decay rate Γ, the frequency shift δ and the additional noise operator B in (t). The new parameters are corrections proportional to G 2 to the natural parameters of the resonator, which can be expressed in terms of the drift matrix of the effective cavity model [see Eq. (52)]
as
(1, −1) T , and
the correlation functions of the additional noise operator B in (t) can be approximated, in the limit κ Γ + γ, as
. This implies that the additional dissipation rate can also be expressed as
, and, in turn, this implies the validity of Eq. (97).
Enhanced sideband cooling
Explicit expressions for the Stokes and anti-Stokes rates, A ± , can be evaluated in terms of the power spectral matrix of the cavity field defined in Eq. (44) as
T , and they are explicitly given by
where the effect of feedback is described by the coefficient
which fulfils the relation Λ(ω) * = Λ(−ω). In Ref. [19] we have identified two strategies to enhance sideband cooling which work in two distinct parameter regimes.
First, when thermal noise is low enough for the cooling efficiency to be limited by backaction noise [namely when the first term in the numerator of the equation for the steady state number of mechanical excitations (98) is small, γ n th A + ], it is convenient to suppress the rate for anti-Stokes scattering processes A + . This is achieved exploiting the destructive interference effect discussed in Sec. II B 1 which allows for the suppression of in-loop field fluctuations. Specifically, the suppression is perfect in the limit of perfect detection efficiency (η ∼ 1) and when there is only one dissipation channel (κ fb ∼ κ), such that the second term in the expression for the scattering rates (101) is negligible. In fact, under this condition, when the feedback is properly selected, so that turn, the maximum of A − as a function ofθ fb is found for Examples of the spectrum of fluctuations of the cavity field operator S F (ω), which determines the values of the scattering rates A ± , are reported in Fig. 9 when the condition of anti-Stokes scattering suppression (103) and the corresponding condition of optimal Stokes scattering (104) are satisfied. They are reported for two values of the delay time [a short one in Fig. 9 (a) and a longer one in (b)] and show that the scattering rates can be properly optimized to the same optimal values independently of the specific value of the delay times, namely in both plots the values S F (±ω m ) are the same.
We further note that when Eqs. (103) and (104) are fulfilled, the rates A ± can be expressed in terms of the scattering rates with no feedback A • ± = 2 G 2 κ |χ c (∓ω m )| 2 (namely the rates valid for standard sideband cooling) as
Thereby, the corresponding steady state number of mechanical excitations is given by
This result shows that, when κ/ηκ fb − 1 < 1, the cooling efficiency can be significantly enhanced with respect to the standard sideband cooling result n In the opposite limit, when the back action noise is negligible [that is when the second term in the numerator of the equation for the steady state number of mechanical excitations (98) is negligible], the optimal cooling strategy is to increase the value of the light-mediated mechanical dissipation rate Γ = A − − A + . This can be achieved by operating the feedback close to instability, where both A − and A + are strongly enhanced. This is the limit that has been investigated also experimentally in Refs. [19, 20] . In particular, in the limit in which the cavity dynamics can be described by the effective susceptibility with the effective parameters introduced in Eq. (65), and the feedback parameters are properly set in order to achieve κ eff κ and ∆ eff ∆, then the coefficient Λ(ω), which enters into the expressions for the scattering rates (101), FIG. 11 : Ponderomotive squeezing with feedback-controlled light: the squeezing of a quadrature of the reflected field at phase θ un is enhanced when the quadrature of the transmitted field at phase θ fb is detected, and the corresponding photocurrent is used to modulate the input amplitude X in . The feedback can be also closed in reflection and in this case one would enhance the ponderomotive squeezing of the transmitted field, and the role of κ fb and κ un would be exchanged (i.e. κ un = κ 2 and κ fb = κ 1 ).
can be approximated as
Hence, the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering rates, for ∆ eff = ω m , take the form
Correspondingly, the steady state number of mechanical excitations, expressed in terms of the standard sideband cooling result n SC m = γ n th κ/(2 G 2 ), is given by
It reaches its minimum at κ eff = κ/ 1 + 4 η κ fb n SC m /κ, with the corresponding minimum value being
which is strictly smaller than n SC m (see also the Supplementary material of Ref. [19] ). Therefore, feedback always allows to improve sideband cooling even in the regime dominated by thermal noise.
D. Ponderomotive squeezing
Another fundamental achievement of cavity optomechanics is ponderomotive squeezing, i.e., squeezing of light due to the nonlinear interaction with a mechanical element. Here we show that feedback-controlled cavities can be exploited to enhance ponderomotive squeezing under certain conditions. To be specific, we study a cavity-optomechanical system where the light of one cavity output, with decay rate κ fb , is used to close a feedback loop, and we focus on the properties of the light lost by the cavity from an additional unused cavity output at decay rate κ un (see Fig. 11 ). We demonstrate that it is possible to achieve stronger squeezing of the unused out- put light with respect to that achievable with no feedback, but otherwise under the same conditions.
Let us consider a quadrature of light of the unused cavity output at phase θ un
withθ un = θ un +φ out,un and φ out,un the phase shift between input and unused output fields. It can be expressed in terms of the photocurrent and of the operators without feedback as
where we have introduced the parameter Using the definition of the photocurrent i
out,fb (ω) + 1 − η X v (ω) we also find that Eq. (112) can be rewritten as
where we have introduced the combined quadrature
which is a linear combination of the two output quadratures. The ponderomotive squeezing spectrum of a similar combination of quadratures [with φ K (ω) = 0] has been studied in Ref. [22] , where we have shown that, by properly selecting the coefficients of the linear combination, in a two-sided cavity, the level of squeezing of the combined quadrature reaches the same level of squeezing that can be produced with a singlesided cavity with equal total decay rate. In fact, in a twosided configuration the cavity light is split and lost through the two output ports, and the two output fields are correlated such that only their superposition can reveal the total squeezing that could be produced in a similar system with only one output port. This fact suggests that by using feedback it is possible to recover part of the light correlations that would otherwise be split between the two outputs.
In particular, by introducing the power spectrum of the photocurrent with no-feedback, S
out,fb (ω) + 1 − η, the power spectrum of the two output quadratures S
out,x (ω ) , with x ∈ {fb, un}, and the spectrum of their correlations with no feedback, defined by the relation S
out,un (ω ) , we find that the power spectrum of the unused output in the pres-ence of feedback can be expressed as We are interested in identifying the parameter regimes of maximum squeezing, i.e. the parameters for which this expression is minimum. It turns out that the minimum of Eq. (116) is found for the specific phase φ K (ω) for which Re e i φ K S
• (θ fb ,θ un ) out,fb−un (ω) = − S
• (θ fb ,θ un ) out,fb−un (ω) ,
so that, for this phase, 
The minimum as a function of K(ω) is instead found for 
where S
• (θ,θ ) out,un (ω) δ(ω + ω ) = X
• (θ) out,un (ω) X
• (θ ) out,un (ω ) . These relations are direct consequences of the input-output relations defined in Eq. (29) [27] .
In the case in which the feedback phase θ fb is equal to the quadrature phase θ un , it is convenient to introduce the parameter s 
We note that the parameter s
• out,un (ω) fulfils the relation s • out,un (ω) < κ un /κ, where κ is the total cavity decay rate. This is due to the fact that only a fraction √ κ un /κ of the cavity field leaks through the output with decay rate κ un , so that, when compared with the corresponding power spectrum for a single-sided cavity, with equal total decay rate, S out,un (ω) is always true, meaning that the squeezing can always be increased by using feedback.
However, we observe that the value of S (θ un ) out,un (ω) in a twosided cavity is always larger than the corresponding squeezing spectrum achievable without feedback in a system with a single dissipation channel, but same total dissipation rate and otherwise equivalent. In this case, in fact, as stated above, s The results show that the feedback can reduce the power spectrum (increase the squeezing), and that it is lower-bounded by the result of the single-sided cavity. In particular, Fig. 15 shows how the improvement due to feedback disappears progressively as the ratio κ 1 /κ 2 increases. This means that this kind of feedback can not improve the optimal ponderomotive squeezing achievable in a single sided cavity, however it could be useful in realistic situations in which the optical cavity has additional decay channels.
We finally remark that this strategy shares similarities with related protocols based on coherent feedback [28] [29] [30] [31] , and it is not solely useful for optomechanical systems. In fact, feedback-controlled light can also be applied to, for example, an optical parametric oscillator in a two-sided cavity and achieve a similar improvement of the resulting squeezing.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The results presented in this work demonstrate that feedback-controlled light may play a significant role as a novel efficient tool to manipulate cavity-optomechanical systems (and possibly other quantum systems [32] ).
We have described how to design the fluctuations of squashed and anti-squashed light in order to effectively reduce the cavity linewidth and to observe coherent optomechanical oscillations in weakly coupled systems; to control interference effects which allow for enhanced optomechanical sideband cooling; and to increase the ponderomotive squeezing that can be extracted by an optomechanical system with a two-sided cavity.
The flexibility and the simplicity of application make this approach particularly appealing. However, the full potentiality of this technique needs to be further explored. A prominent question is whether this approach can be adapted to the preparation of other quantum states of mechanical resonators. A specific example is the preparation of two-mode squeezing (entanglement) of two mechanical modes [33] [34] [35] with multi-frequency driving fields [36] . In these cases larger and more robust entanglement is observed at smaller cavity decay rates. In-loop cavities could therefore be useful in a way similar to what has already been discussed with coherent feedback [37] . More generally, it seems interesting to explore the consequences of the fact that in-loop fields permit to promote an optomechanical system to the strong coupling and to the resolved sideband regime even if the cavity linewidth is naturally large. Many theoretical proposals that operate in these regimes could benefit from in-loop cavities. An intriguing example is the implementation of quantum heat engines which make use of polariton excitations in an optomechanical system [38] . In this case the realization of the heat engine can be eased by feedback and, at the same time, the additional correlated feedback noise could possibly be exploited to achieve enhanced efficiency, as demonstrated in similar systems with correlated baths [39] . Another interesting example is the study of phonon-based topological dynamics similar to what has been discussed in [40] where feedback-controlled light may allow the realization of similar processes even with resonators which are not naturally in the resolved sideband regime.
